Cell proliferation in a peripheral target is required for the induction of central neurogenesis in the leech.
Several days after the completion of the early phase of cell proliferation that generates most of the leech central nervous system, the pair of "sex ganglia" in the two reproductive segments of the midbody undergo a second period of neurogenesis that gives rise to several hundred peripherally induced central (PIC) neurons. This proliferative phase, which begins on embryonic day 17 (E17), is induced by the interaction of a few specific neurons in the sex ganglia with a peripheral target, the male genitalia, during a critical period that extends from E13 to E16. The central nervous system (CNS) determines the critical period, since the male genitalia have the capacity to induce PIC neurons beginning on E10 and continuing throughout embryogenesis. Here we first show, by injecting hydroxyurea into staged embryos to ablate dividing cells, that PIC neuron precursors begin to divide at a low rate before E17, during the critical period. Then, through a series of homochronic and heterochronic male organ transplantations combined with hydroxyurea treatment of hosts and/or donors, we show that cell proliferation is required in the target itself for it to be competent to induce PIC neurons. These observations demonstrate that a nerve connection can couple cell proliferation in a peripheral target to cell proliferation in the CNS, providing a novel means for size adjustment of a central neuronal population relative to a peripheral target.